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How To Use This Guide

Whether you're new to Zoho Creator, or just want to know what it's all 

about, this guide is for you. You can get something out of this guide 

whether you're reading only the chapters you're interested in or reading 

cover to cover.

Building an app is easiest when you have a plan. This guide teaches you: 

What a Creator application is

Why Creator applications can help your organization

How to begin planning your custom application

Fundamental concepts and terms found throughout Creator

Karen’s Business

Karen has a business teaching cooking classes. She loves the joyful 

looks on her students' faces when they first taste an amazing dish that 

they've learned to how to make.

    

But Karen has a problem. Managing the prep work for all her classes is a 

drag. She's tired of copying and pasting information from emails and 

spreadsheets. There are a lot of moving parts she has to keep track of: 

who's enrolled in what classes, what time is best to schedule each class, 

and when to send students reminders.   

Because her information is scattered everywhere, analyzing her 

business is di�cult. Karen doesn't know when she should schedule 

classes to maximize enrollment. She doesn't know which students are 

most valuable to her, and she's missing opportunities to cross-sell 

students on her other classes. 

To help you understand how you can apply the steps 
in this guide to your business, the yellow pages will 
show you how Karen applied them to her business 
teaching cooking classes.
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What is a Creator Application?

Creator apps are custom web applications that help your business get 

more work done. Creator apps let you collect important information in one 

place, so you can use it to work faster. Since they're available online, you 

won't have to download anything; people can access Creator apps from 

any operating system or from their mobile devices.

A Creator app can help you:

What information can I put in a Creator app?

Collect and analyze information

Move information between other applications you already use

Do repetitive work for you

Automatically send email and text messages
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Identify Your Problems

Every Creator application is unique, but the problems they solve are usual-

ly common to many businesses. 

The first step in planning your app is figuring out which of your business 

processes you'd like to improve. Think about which parts of your workday 

are ine�cient or di�cult.

On the next page, we've listed some common problems that Creator apps 

are good at helping people solve.
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Common Problems 

Everything is on paper

You spend hours keeping your filing cabinets organized and looking 

for papers, and you can't find information unless you're in the o�ce.

Collaborating with spreadsheets isn’t working

It's tough keeping everyone up to date when there are five 

versions of the same file being emailed back and forth.

Your information is scattered

Your business data is sitting in apps and spreadsheets scattered 

across many di�erent computers. You need to centralize your data 

before you can work with it.

Work is repetitive and monotonous

You're constantly writing the same emails, running the same 

calculations, and making the same reports.

On the 
next page, we’ll 

show you an example 
of how a business uses 

Creator to solve 
its problems.
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Karen’s Business

Karen has a business teaching cooking classes. She loves the joyful 

looks on each student’s face when they first taste an amazing dish that 

they've learned to how to make.

    

But Karen has a problem. Managing the prep work for all her classes is a 

drag. She's tired of copying and pasting information from emails and 

spreadsheets. There are a lot of moving parts she has to keep track of: 

who's enrolled in what classes, what time is best to schedule each class, 

and when to remind students about upcoming classes.   

Because her information is scattered everywhere, analyzing her busi-

ness is di�cult. Karen doesn't know when she should schedule classes 

to maximize enrollment. She doesn't know which students are most 

valuable to her, and she's missing opportunities to cross-sell students on 

her other classes. 
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Karen’s Problems

• Her students don't have a good way to enroll in classes.

 

• Entering data in spreadsheets is monotonous and time consuming. 

• Data is scattered and di�cult to find. She can't track which students are 

most valuable to her business.

• She's losing money from failed communication. Without reminders to 

come to class, many students forget and then cancel their lessons. 

• She needs to save student data in CRM, so she can keep her customers 

happier and grow her business.  

#%&## 
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Karen's Plan

Karen wants to build an application that can do her busywork so she can 

focus on her true passion: teaching cooking.  

Goal: Make it easy for students to enroll in classes

Solution: An online sign-up form for her students 

Goal: Collect data in one place to get a complete picture of her business

Solution: A collection of reports and charts that show her which classes 

have the best margins, which classes get the most students, and which 

times work best for her students 

Goal: Automate repetitive tasks, like sending reminder emails 

Solution: A workflow that automatically emails students reminding them to 

come to class and thanking them for signing up

Goal: Add student data in CRM to maximize cross-selling opportunities

Solution: An integration with her CRM software that helps her keep track of 

her relationship with every student

Karen's Cafe
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A workflow that automatically emails her students and saves them in her 

CRM account

Karen's Application

A form for Karen to keep track of the classes she'll teach, and a form for 

her students to enroll in them

Reports that help Karen analyze her business

Creator applications are all made of the same three ingredients. These are 

the three main things Karen is adding to her application.
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Ask yourself these Questions
To begin planning your app ask yourself these questions:

What information do I need to collect?

Where can I get this information?

Who will use my app? 

How can I use this information?

What do I need to do with it?
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Decide what 
information 
you need
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Step 1

Think about what kind of information you need. Sometimes, what you want 

in your application is already saved in spreadsheets. You can start building 

your app by importing spreadsheets to Creator. 

Other times, you'll want to start your app from scratch. In this case, you'll 

begin by building a form to collect information. We'll talk more about forms 

on the next page. 

Do you need to know...

• Contact info for employees or customers? 
 

• Product info like the number of products in stock, prices, or 
bar code numbers? 

• Dates and times to schedule shipments, reminders, or events?
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Collect Data with Forms

To collect information with Creator applications, you use Forms.

  

Forms should be familiar to you. You encounter them all the time, like 

when you go to the doctor's o�ce or sign up for something online.
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Collect Data with Fields

In Zoho Creator, each piece of information gets collected in a Field.

  

Some fields have specific uses. For example, the email field lets people 

enter emails, and the signature field lets them sign their name. 

Other fields have broad uses. For example, you can use a single line field 

to collect someone's name, an address, or a product code. 

For a detailed look at what each field does, check out the appendix at the end 

of this ebook.

TIP: Your data will be easier to 
search through when you break it 
into as many fields as possible. 
(e.g. Try using di�erent fields for 
first names and last names.)
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Viewing Data: Records

Every time someone submits a form, all of the data they enter gets saved 

as a record in your application’s database. The image below shows a list 

report that's useful for viewing lots of records at once.

A simple way to visualize a record is to think of a spreadsheet. Each field 

on your form becomes a column, and each record becomes a row. Zoho 

Creator lets you see all your data by displaying it in tables.  

Fields1 Record
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The Form Builder

Making a form is easy. All you do is drag a field onto it.
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Karen's Classes Form

Karen wants to keep track of all the classes she's scheduled, so she 

makes a form with information about them. 

She adds fields that allow her to track when her classes start, how many 

sessions there will be, how much she'll charge each student, and how 

expensive her ingredients will be.

  

She keeps this form private, since it's just for her to use. 
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Karen's Fields

Making forms is the easiest part of building her application. After deciding 

which data she needs, Karen just drags fields onto Creator's form builder 

and drops them in place.

Fields Used:
  
Single Line

 
Multi Line

 
Date
 

Number 

Currency

TIP: Learn more about when to use 
each type of field in this video.
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Karen's Enrollment Form

Karen also wants a way for her students to sign up for classes online. She 

adds an enrollment form that lets students pick classes.  

She includes a variety of fields to learn more about her students. Later, 

she'll push this information to her CRM to help keep track of who's taking 

her classes. 

When it's ready, she embeds the enrollment form on her website.    
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Relating Forms

In Creator you can make relationships between forms so the information 

from one appears in another. This is useful because it:

Allows you to connect information and makes it easier to analyze 

Saves you time – updating data in one place simultaneously updates 
it in other places

Example

Sometimes you'll need to use di�erent forms to collect related 
data. For example, your customers might use an order form to 
buy products, but your warehouse might use an inventory form to 
keep track of stock. You can make a relationship between these 
forms so your customers will know which items are in stock when 
they go to make an order.  
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When to Create Relationships 
Between Forms 

Whenever a record in one form is connected to a group of records in 

another form, you should create a relationship between them.  

For example, you could have one record with information about a customer 

and five records of the purchases they've made.  

Creating a relationship between the form with customer info and the form 

with purchase info would let you see each of your customers' sales history. 

Create a relationship between forms when: 

• You're collecting one piece of data that's related to 
multiple others 

• You need to relate data that can't be entered in the 
same form. (e.g. A customer-facing order form and an 
employee-facing inventory form)
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How to Create Relationships 
Between Forms

To create relationships between forms, add a Lookup Field to one of them.

Lookup Fields pull data from one form and display it in another. They also 

link this data which makes creating reports more useful and easy.  

See how 
Karen used a 

Lookup Field to make a 
relationship between 

two forms.
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Karen Links Her Forms 

In her Classes form, Karen starts entering the classes she plans to teach. 

Using her Enrollment form, Karen's students start registering for classes. 

She's begun the process of taking the information that's scattered across 

all her spreadsheets and condensing it in one place.

Now Karen wants to improve her enrollment process. She links the data 

from her Classes form with her new Enrollment form. Now she doesn't have 

to waste time manually updating class listings every time she comes up 

with a new class to teach.      

The lookup field in Karen's 
Enrollment form pulls 
classes that she enters in 
her Classes form.

The Flavors of Italy - 145.0
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The Relationship Between 
Forms

This is the lookup field in the form Karen's students use. It shows the class 

name and price of enrollment.
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Karen chooses which data from the Classes form to show her students; 

they can see the Class Name and Price to Enroll fields. Behind the scenes, 

Karen can relate any data she enters in her Classes form to her students. 

The relationship between forms makes it easy to figure out which students 

are her best customers, and which classes are most popular.

The info displayed in this lookup field is being pulled from the Classes 

form, which Karen created.
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Any class she adds shows 
up in the enrollment form 
her students use. 

The Flavors of Italy - 145.0
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Karen's Lookup Field

Karen wants to figure out which students are her most valuable customers 

by using a lookup field to link her enrollment form with her available class-

es form.  

She adds a lookup field to her enrollment form so her students can look up 

which classes are available when they sign up. 

 

By linking these forms together, she can see all the classes each student 

has signed up for. Relating the two forms lets her calculate how much her 

students spend on her classes.

When students sign up for 
classes, the lookup field 
(on the left) pulls records 
from the Classes form to 
show them which ones 
are available.

The Flavors of Italy - 145.0The Flavors of Italy - 145.0
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Step 2

Think about where you'll need to collect or view data. If you want to use 

your app on the go, you should download the Creator mobile app. It will 

run any apps you make on your smartphone.

 

The mobile app is particularly useful if you want an app that can scan bar 

codes using a smart phone's camera. You can restrict where people use 

your app with geo-fencing, but right now this only works if they're using 

your app on their smart phones. 

Creator apps will run on: 

The web  

iOS devices 

Android devices
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Step 3

Think about what you'd like to learn from the information you gather with 

your application.   

In Creator, it's easy to analyze your data with Reports. There are many 

ways to lay out reports depending on what you'd like to learn about your 

business. Here are some of the common types of reports.  

The image above is an example of a list report. It looks a lot like a spreadsheet, but it's 
much easier to sort and search through. 

List - Search through your data for one specific piece of information, or 

sort it any way you can think of. 

Pivot Charts - Versatile graphical charts. Display your data in a 

pie chart, bar chart, line chart, scatter plot, and more.      

Calendar - See what's up next by displaying every piece of data in a calendar.
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Karen's Calendar

Once Karen got her forms up and running, she wanted to use all the 

information she gathered to stay organized and learn more about her 

business.  

The first thing she did was create a calendar report to see her class 

schedule. When she clicks on a class, she can quickly view any information 

she needs to know about it like how many students signed up, how much 

the ingredients cost, and what time of day it begins. 
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Karen's Pivot Charts

Karen also added pivot charts to her application so she could quickly see 

trends about her business. Her line chart lets her track how many hours of 

work she put into each type of class, and how much money she made 

teaching them. Now it's easy to tell which classes are most worth repeating.    

Karen's bar chart shows 
how many students she 
can expect in each of her 
upcoming classes. 

The green line shows how 
many hours Karen spent 
working on each class. The 
red line shows how much 
money she made on the 
class.
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Karen's Dashboard

Karen takes a few of her most important reports and combines them using 

a page. Pages in Creator are used to make dashboards. Karen’s page 

allows her to quickly check up on key stats to see how well her business 

has been doing. 
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Step 4

Will your application be used by your sta�? Your customers? Both? In Zoho 

Creator, you can control who gets access to each form and report in your 

applications. 

 

That means you can publish a form on your website for any customer to 

use, but keep their data secure by only sharing your report with people 

who work at your business. 

When sharing apps with other Zoho Creator users on your account, you 

can give them each a role and profile to keep track of what information 

they can see and edit.

Publishing – Makes a form or report public on the web.  

Sharing – Allows other users of Zoho Creator to use your app. 

Roles – Let you control which users records each user can 
see. Use roles to recreate your organization's hierarchy in 
Zoho Creator. 

Profiles – Let you control what data each user can view and 
edit.
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How Karen Shared Her App

Karen published her enrollment form and her calendar report on her 

website. Now students can quickly see all the upcoming classes that work 

with their schedules. Karen chooses to keep the reports about how much 

money her business is making private.  

Karen also has some assistants using her app who help her teach classes. 

When she shares her app with them, she gives their accounts a lower role 

than hers to control what they are allowed to see. For example, Karen can 

see how much money every assistant gets paid; however, each assistant is 

only able to see how much they've been paid.
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Step 5

Once people enter data in your application, you'll need to decide what to 

do with it. If you find yourself constantly writing the same emails and 

repeating the same tasks, you can save yourself time by making your app 

do these things for you automatically. 

In Zoho Creator, you can automate actions using Rules and Workflows. 

This is particularly useful if you want to: 

      Send people emails and text messages

      Change how your app interacts with people based on what they do

 

      Connect your application to other applications you already use

Rules are the simple way to automate. For more complex tasks, you can 

create workflows using Creator's scripting language, Deluge.     

Think about rules and workflows like a series of if-then statements. 
Start by thinking about a repetitive task you already do.   

Example:  
If a student enrolls in my class, then I'll send them an email thank-
ing them and reminding them when it begins.
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Karen's Automation

Even though Karen wasn't experienced with programming, she was able to 

make her application automatically email students who enrolled in her 

classes. The day before each class began, she sent them a reminder about 

the class starting. Karen was happy to see that her reminders reduced the 

number of people who cancelled classes.

She added another rule that emailed students on the last day of class and 

showed them a list of her upcoming classes. Now Karen gets more repeat 

customers and she's developed a stronger relationship with many of her 

students.
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Karen's Integration

Karen's app works great. It's easier than ever for students to enroll in 

classes, communication is consistent, and Karen knows more about how 

her business is doing than she ever had before.  

After a few months, Karen decides to take her app even further by 

integrating it with her CRM software. She uses a CRM system to keep track 

of her relationship with every student. Whenever a student calls her, she 

can glance at her CRM system and know exactly who that student is and 

which classes they've taken with her.  

Using a Workflow Karen tells her app to save every student who enrolls in 

a class to her CRM. By adding more people to her CRM system, she gets 

even more insights about how she can expand her business.      
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Karen was very busy teaching her classes, so she didn't have the time to 

learn Creator's scripting language in depth. 

 

Fortunately, she didn't have to learn everything to get her workflow 

running. Since Creator lets you build workflows by dragging and dropping 

bits of script, Karen was able to connect with her CRM system by filling out 

a pop-up that guided her through the process.   

How Karen Integrated Her 
Applications
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Glossary

Form - A group of related information you're collecting with your app. 

 

Field - One piece of data that you collect in a form. 

Report - A visual representation of your data.  

Workflow - A set of instructions written in Deluge to automate your app 

and integrate with other services. 

Rule - The simple way to automate apps without using any script.

Record - All the information that gets submitted each time someone fills 

out a form.

 

Page - A place to make dashboards for quickly viewing information and 

customize the app interface using HTML.  

Deluge - Zoho's own scripting language that's used for making workflows.
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Appendix - Basic Fields

Single or Multi Line fields 

Lets people type something in, but 

not format it. Multi Line works well 

for longer entries. 

Rich Text

Lets people write lengthy entries. 

They're allowed to format their text.

Email

Checks if someone wrote a valid 

address in the box.

Date or Date-Time

Gives people a little calendar to 

pick a day quickly. Date-Time also 

includes the time of day. 

There are a lot of di�erent fields in Creator. Which one should you pick? 

We'll briefly review them.  
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Appendix - Selection Fields

When there are a lot of choices use: 

Drop Down Field

You can only choose one item.

Multi Select

You can choose as many items as 

you'd like. 

When there are only a few choices use:

Radio

You can only choose one item.

Checkbox

You can choose as many items as 

you'd like.

Selection fields let people pick something from a list. If it's important to 

have standardized records, these work better than basic fields.
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Appendix - Numeric Fields

Number

For whole numbers or integers.

 

Decimal

Accepts numbers with decimals. 

Percent

For percentages. 

Currency

Choose which currency you're 

dealing with.  

Use these fields only for numbers. Creator won't let you submit something 

like a license plate number that has a combination of letters and numbers 

using a number field.  
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Appendix - Advanced Fields

URL

Checks if a valid link was submitted 

Image

Lets users upload images to Creator 

Decision box

Won't let users submit the form until 

they've checked the decision box. 

Useful for mandatory agreements.  

File upload

Lets users upload files to Creator 

Lookup

Lets users pick an option that's stored 

in another form. Lookups can be 

displayed like any of the selection 

fields. 

Add Notes

Users can't interact with this field. 

Useful for leaving instructions about 

how to fill out a form.  
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Appendix - Advanced Fields II

Subform

Lets you put a form within your 

form. Useful when one record 

needs to be related to a few 

others. For example, when you 

make an order online your address 

gets associated with info about a 

few items you're ordering.  

Zoho CRM

Lets you look up information in 

Zoho CRM.  

Auto Number

Records a number for each record 

submitted. Useful for assigning ID 

numbers or tracking the number of 

records submitted. 
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Appendix - Advanced Fields III

Formula

Use what's entered in other fields in 

a formula. For example, you could 

multiply a price by a percent to 

calculate a discount.  

Signature

Lets people sign your form.  

Users

Pick a user from your Creator app. 

Useful if you're assigning work to 

someone.  
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FEEDBACK?

LEARN MORE
Visit The Creator Help Guide

Contact us at gettingstarted@zohocreator.com

USA : +1 (888) 900 9646
UK : +44 (20) 35647890
Australia : +61-2-80662898
India : +91-44-67447000

We’d love to hear it! We want to help you get the most out of Zoho Creator.
 Let us know what support materials you’ve liked, and what you’d like more of.

Email us at feedback@zohocreator.com      

or
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